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Digital Health Company Ideas

• Your innovations/discoveries

• Have they improved care at your organization?

• Could they improve care at other organizations?

• Is the IP portable, scalable?

• Would another organization pay for the IP?

• If yes…



“Major technological advances (e.g., interoperability, advanced analytics, 
machine learning, digitization, the Internet of Things) have found 
numerous applications in healthcare—and present important opportunities 
to address the half a trillion dollars of annual spending resulting from low 
productivity and waste.”

“Given that the available headroom for improvement in healthcare is more 
than $500 billion, the future growth potential of the healthcare services 
and technology market is substantial.”



Flood of Investment into Digital Health





Case for Additional 
Growth in Digital 
Health
• 2020 - $4 trillion spent on healthcare in 

US

• 18% GDP

• 2020 healthcare IT spend $136 
billion

• Average spend on IT across all industries 
8.2%

• Average spend on for financial services 
10%

• Average spend on health care 5%

• If healthcare 10%, additional spend 
>$100 billion

Runway Ahead



Health 
Systems 
Creating 
Start-ups

Wages rising faster than reimbursement, 
potentially fund mission, including community benefit, 
education, research and subsidize Medicare losses

Rich innovation talent

Understand problems that can be solved

Can serve as a “wet lab”

Prove the concept - then export 



Potential Benefits of Health System 
Accelerating Digital Maturity

>13 million admissions
UK
2015, 2016
Relationship between digital maturity and…
• Harm free patient care
• Length of stay
No relationship between digital maturity…
• Mortality
• Readmissions





Start-ups 
are from 
Mars, 
Health 
Systems 
are from 
Venus

• Pillars of their communities

• Buildings named after donors

• Founded years ago

• Methodical decision making

• If 9 physicians vote “yes” and 1 physician votes “no”

• Failing fast can be bad 

• Goal is not an “exit”

Health systems

• A garage, pizza, and a dog?

• Weird names

• Rapid decision making

• Failing fast can be good

• 1/10 have successful exits?

Start-ups



Start-ups 
Versus 
Health 

Systems
Start-ups vs.
Health Systems and
Acquiring Companies



Health Care
Technology-enabled services vs. Services

• Technology makes companies more valuable in health care

• 2021 75th percentile EV/revenue tech-enabled services vs. services  10.0 
vs 2.3

• 2021 75th percentile EV/EBITDA   tech-enabled services vs. services  47.8 
vs 14.7



Lessons from Optum

• Optum revenue $136.3 B in 2020

• Q4 2020 Optum’s earnings greater than 
UnitedHealthcare’s earnings
• Diversification earnings > core business earnings

• Is this possible for a health system?



Cedars-Sinai

Invented 1970
2020 $940 million USD

Market Watch, March 9, 2021



Initial Questions at Cedars

• Mission alignment

• Preserve not-for-profit tax status

• Brand preservation

• Structure to enable success

• Start-up competencies

• Conventional wisdom: 1 out of 10 start-ups have a successful outcome



Cedars-Sinai

Focus on mission

Improve the quality, safety, 
and value of patient care

Prove then scale



Results

Zynx

• Evidence-based order sets, care plans

• As of 2012….

• 2,000 hospitals in US 

• Clients cared for 55% of inpatients US

• UK, Middle East

• Small total investment

• Exit to Cerner and then to Hearst

Stanson

• Clinical decision support and automating prior 
authorization

• >300,000 providers

• Exit to Premier

• 3.5 ROI in 5 ½ years



Lessons 
Learned

Mission-focus

Health systems bombarded by vendors 
who claim just about anything

Prove at health system with data

Prove at beta sites



Early Zynx
and Stanson –
“The Untold 
Story”

Business plan vs. 
what happened

Some luck



Start-up Creation

• Identify innovation

• Pair innovators with commercialization competency

• Business plan

• Portability

• Scalability

• Total addressable market

• Competition

• Barriers to entry

• Potential profitability



Start-up Execution

• Structure

• Bring in people with previous commercial success in start-ups

• Incentives to recruit and retain entrepreneurial talent

• When to (and when not to) take funding



Time will tell…

• How many health systems will seek to diversify revenue?

• Pros

• Help fund Medicare losses, offset wage-revenue imbalance, fund 
mission of community benefit, education, research

• Turn medical informatics from cost center to profit center

• Cons

• Diversion from core business, may require new competencies

• How many health systems will meaningfully diversify revenue?


